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developed in Östersund, Sweden. Resolution Interactive wanted a way to add realistic 
smoke effects to their Clusterball II title currently under development.

I want to thank all the exceptionally nice people at Resolution Interactive.
Many thanks also goes to my handling officer Lars Lindström who have been really 
helpful when it comes to integrating me with the rest of the company. I also want to thank 
Erik Winter for his programming help and for letting me use his code as example in how 
to integrate particles in Clusterball II using Gamebryo.



Abstract

Particle effects used in games nowadays is taken for granted. Almost every game engine 
that exists today has a complete system for emitting and handling particles. This thesis 
paper presents a way to utilize the particle system that is provided with the Gamebryo 
game engine.
A basic overview in how to design a smoke effect system is presented. After that a 
overview of some Gamebryo and Clusterball II classes is given. Then a discussion about 
the results of this project is held.
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Introduction

1.1 Background
In todays computer games many visual effects are taken for granted. If the creators of a 
high profile game would skip to include some visual effects, for example explosions or 
shadows, it would have dire effects for the game as a whole.
To have programmers design all of these visual effects from scratch for each specific 
game would be a waste of time and therefore a waste of money.
Because of this fact, a number of graphics engines exists. These graphics engines include 
their own methods for creating visual effects such as dynamic shadows, particle effects 
and much more.

1.2 Gamebryo
Gamebryo is a graphics engine that has been used in a range of games, some of the most 
recent titles is, The Eldarscrolls IV: Oblivion (PC, Xbox 360), Sid Meier's Civilization IV 
(PC), Sid Meier's Pirates! (PC and Xbox), Dark Age of Camelot Series (PC MMORPG) 
and more than 50 titles are in current development [1].
The engine is developed by NDL (Numerical Design Limited) and has existed for a 
number of years. NDL have recently (Aug 2005) merged with EGT (Emergent Game 
Technologies).

1.3 Clusterball II
Clusterball II is a game currently in development by Resolution Interactive AB. 
Clusterball II uses Gamebryo as graphics engine [2] and its prequel, the intense sports 
flight game Clusterball, still have players all over the world. In Clusterball you can for 
example play as part of a team, trying to score as many goals as possible by picking up 
balls on magnetic tracks and transporting them to a ring formed goal. 

1.4 Assignment
The assignment is to create a smoke effect system for the game Clusterball II using 
Gamebryo's particle system. The smoke effects system should be easy configured to 
allow different kinds of ships with differently placed exhaust vents, condense points and 
more. (Picture 1)
The visual smoke effects that should be implemented are:

- Condense effects from the wings of each aircraft.
- Smoke from behind the exhaust vents of each aircrafts jet engine.
- Smoke effects from weapon systems.
- Smoke cloud defensive weapon, to distract enemies.

One goal is also to implement the smoke effects in such a way that they
can interact with the environment and with by flying ships. For this purpose a number of 
physical elements have to be added to the particles.

Picture 1. Preview over  Clusterball 2.
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1.5 Purpose
From my point of view this thesis is about learning how to use the Gamebryo engine for 
creating appealing visual smoke effects. It’s also about learning to get under the hood of a 
already ongoing game project, learning as much as possible.

1.6 Focus
The smoke effects can't take a too heavy load on the system, as there will be a number of 
particle emitters active at the same time as a lot of other effects in the game. Therefore a 
solution to this problem has to be found. The smoke effect system should also be 
implemented in such a way that it’s easily configured for creating as pleasing visual 
effects as possible.
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Theory

2.1 Particle Systems
A particle system usually consists of a emitter that has the ability to emit particles. 
Usually these particles have a number of different attributes such as shape, color and 
movement. (Picture 2)

2.2 Different Particles Different Visual Effects
Particle systems are used in games to create visual effects such as fire, fog or dust. Often 
smoke or particle effects can be used to save performance by hiding far distances in the 
environment. Smoke is also often used to heighten the realism of for example fires or 
explosions.
The shape, color and movement attributes of the particles are used to describe different 
kinds of visual effects. [4]

When talking about particle systems it’s common to group particles with similar 
attributes into three sub areas. The areas used are usually, structured systems, stochastic 
systems and oriented systems. (Picture 3)

A structured system describes a system where the particles are rather static with no 
randomness. Stochastic systems on the other hand can be described as random with 
particles swirling around. Oriented systems are another way to utilize a particle system, 
orienting the particles in such a way that they can create areas of particles working in 
conjunction with each other.

Picture 2. Example of particle attributes

Picture 3. The three major areas that particles is separated into.
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2.3 Smoke
Smoke is one visual effect that particles are used for. To create realistic smoke the 
particles have to be configured to take in consideration certain properties. Some of these 
properties are
- Density
- Velocity
- Color
The combination of these properties can create a broad range of different effects. From 
thick industry smoke to light water condense.
Another aspect that has to be considered when it comes to density is how many particles 
that can be used, considering performance. Another way to create denser smoke is to 
make each individual particle larger. This can create high performing realistically 
looking, dense smoke effects at long distances. It can also create visual degradation and 
have to be tuned in carefully.
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Smoke Effect System

ParticleSystem

EffectWater
Condense

NiParticleSystem

EffectSmoke
Screen

Design

After looking over the Gambryo SDK and the current particle implementation in 
Clusterball II it was decided to create a separate smoke effect system. The smoke effect 
system is designed to use Gamebryos NiParticleSystem through an already existing 
particle system in Clusterball II. (Picture 4)

Gamebryo SmokeEffectSystem

CB2

NiParticleSystem ParticleSystem

The existing particle system is used as a base class for each particle system included in 
the smoke effect system. For example it has functions for texturing and to add an alpha 
value to the particles, allowing blending.
The smoke effect system is designed to exist of a number of more specific particle 
systems. These specific particle systems will be abstracted to such a level that they can 
easily be configured to perform their specific task. (Picture 5)
Smoke represented in the picture below comes from a particle emitter positioned 
somewhat behind the center of the aircraft. It uses the specific wing condense effect 
particle system; the number of particles is exaggerated to show how the system can be 
tuned to create totally different visual effects.

Picture 4. Brief overview of the Smoke Effect Systems connectivity with the rest of the system.

Picture 5. Structure of the Smoke Effect System.
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Implementation

4.1 Classes
A Gamebryo particle class that is related to the project is presented here [3]. Also an 
overview of the implemented classes that utilizes the Gamebryo particle system is given 
here.

4.1.1 NiParticleSystem
NiParticleSystem is the main class for implementing a particle system with Gamebryo. It 
is derived class from NiGeometry and is responsible for rendering sprite-based particles. 
It maintains a list of NiPSys objects that enables the system to remove, change or modify 
particles within the system.

4.1.2 NiPSys Requierd Modifier Objects
A number of required modifier objects for NiParticleSystem.

4.1.2.1 NiPSysAgeDeathModifier
Modifier responsible for controlling and updating the age of the particles in the system. It 
can both remove particles that have exceeded their lifetime and spawn new particles. 

4.1.2.1 NiPSysBoundUpdateModifier
This modifier is responsible for creating and updating the bound volumes for each 
particle. There is a possibility to optimize the bound update calculations by only 
calculating 1/"update skip" of the total number of particles each frame. The final bound 
for the particle system is the merged results from the current and previous frame.

4.1.2.1 NiPSysPositionModifier
Updates the position dependent on their velocity and time elapsed since last update. 

4.1.2.1 NiPSysRotationModifier
Handles the rotation of each specific particle around its defined rotation axis at a specific 
speed. It also has the responsibility to assign the rotation axes to new particles.

4.1.3 NiPSys Optional Modifer Objects
A number of modifier objects for altering optional effects of particles.

4.1.3.1 NiPSysColorModifier
Adds the ability to change the color of the particles in the system over time.

4.1.3.2 NiPSysEmitter
Abstract base class for particle emitters that should be used with the system. This class is 
to be used to control the spawn point of the particles in the system.

4.1.3.3 NiPSysGrowFadeModifier
This object modifier add the ability to change the size value of the particles over time. 
This gives the illusion that the particles fade out.
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4.1.3.4 NiPSysSpawnModifier
This modifier object has the ability to spawn new particles using old particles. The 
particles it spawns gets the attributes of the old particles such as speed, direction, chaos 
and life span settings. Other modifiers that need to spawn new particles, such as 
NiPSysAgeDeathModifier uses references to this modifier object.

4.1.4 Force Modifiers
Modifiers used to add forces to interact with the system, such as gravity, wind and drag.

4.1.4.1 NiPSysBombModifier
Applies explosive forces to a number of particles. The bomb is positioned and oriented in 
the world and uses several parameters to create more interesting effects, such as decay
and acceleration.

4.1.4.2 NiPSysDragFieldModifier
Adds a drag field force to particles inside the particle system.

4.1.4.3 NiPSysDragModifier
Implements a linear drag force that can be applied to particles. It is utilized by adding a 
drag object into the scene graph. This drag object represents the center of the drag force 
and by adding a drag axis the drag force gets a direction. Particles within a specified 
range of the drag object is afflicted by the full drag force. The drag force is linearly 
diminished from the range distance to the range falloff distance after which the drag force 
doesn't have any effect.

4.1.4.4 NiPSysGravityModifier
Adds gravitational force to a particle system. The modifier object is dependent on a 
gravity object and gravity axis for determining the position and/or the the direction of the 
gravitational force.

4.1.4.5 NiPSysFieldModifier
The abstract base class of all force field modifiers. It defines some common functions for 
force fields to apply forces to particles.

4.1.4.6 NiPSysGravityFieldModifier
The responsibilities of this modifier object is to to update particle velocity to simulate the 
effects of directional gravity. It is restricted by a max distance value and a attenuation 
parameter.

4.1.4.7 NiPSysRaidalFieldModifier
Has the same responsibilities as the NiPSysGravityFieldModifier for a radial field.

4.1.4.8 NiPSysVortexFieldModifier
Has the same responsibilities as the NiPSysGravityFieldModifier for a vortex field.
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4.1.4.9 NiPSysAirFieldModifier
Is used for updating particle velocity to simulate air movement effects such as wind, fans 
or wake. The air field can be defined as air fan blowing air in a specified direction 
creating the desired visual effects by adding forces to particles.

4.1.4.10 NiPSysTurbulenceFieldModifier
Implements a turbulence field that can affect particles. This can create appealing visual 
effects such as the swirling of particles behind an aircraft.

4.1.5 Particle System
The base class for particle systems. Responsible for initializing and adding the necessary 
modifiers for the NiParticleSystem. It also has functions for creating emitters to allow 
spawning of new particles.

4.1.6 Smoke Effect System
This is the common name for the sub particle effect systems that have the particle system 
as their base class.

4.1.6.1 EffectWingCondense
A more specific particle system class, created to simulate wing condense effects at each 
aircrafts wings. It inherits all the functions from the ParticleSystem and therefore it is its 
own particle system that utilizes the NiParticleSystem.

4.1.6.2 EffectSmokeScreen
A Particle System designed to be able to create a smoke screen behind a aircraft.
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5 Results
The particle system has been abstracted in such a way that the smoke is easily configured 
for its purpose. A smoke effect system has been implemented allowing particles to be 
emitted at a defined position on each aircraft in the Clusterball II game.

6 Discussion
Much time has gone to familiarize myself with the Gamebryo system and the design of 
the Custerball II game. I would say that approximately half of the defined goals have 
been met in eight weeks. A solution to the performance problem is simply not to have too 
many particles emitted at the same time. To still have the density of smoke clouds to look 
realistic the size of each particle will have to be rather big. Some work remains to tune 
the performance versus detail level of the smoke effects.

6.1 Conclusion
The result is a smoke particle system that can create non physically interacting particles 
integrated in the Clusterball II game. I have solved some of the issues presented in the 
assignment (chapter 1.4) and hopefully Resolution Interactive can have use of the smoke 
effect system in their game Clusterball II.

6.2 Future work and Recommendations
The smoke effect system needs to be expanded to solve more of the effects desired for the 
Clusterball II game. The inclusion of physical effects would significantly increase the 
visual experience of the smoke. The Gamebryo engine have inbuilt support for creating 
wake and turbulence for particles (chap 4.1.4.3). If more work would be done to the 
system this approach for adding physical aspects would be recommended.
One matter still remains, to easily position the emitters. This issue should be solved by 
assigning “emitter nodes” when exporting the scenes from Maya. Creating particle 
emitters at the "emitter nodes" positions.
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